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Modi Govt anti-farmer, anti-poor, Special drives started at
pro-capitalist: Ex-MLC
32 locations: DC Jammu
Excelsior Correspondent
JAMMU, May 26: The
Jammu and Kashmir Pradesh
Congress
Committee
has
expressed deep concern over the
arrogant attitude of the Modi
government towards the genuine demands of the agitating
farmers in the country and
accused it of being anti- farmers
and pro- rich.
Extending support to the
agitating farmers in the country
against the anti- farmers legislations of the Modi government,
JKPCC chief spokesperson
Ravinder Sharma (Ex- MLC)
said that farmers are the back
bone of the nation and steal
frame of the economy and
progress of the nation and this
kind of rigid approach with
them is wrong.
He said that the farmers in
Jammu region are already facing the brunt of wrong policies
of the government as the maize

produce was purchased by the
middlemen at the rates of 1100
per quintal against the government MSP of maize at Rs 1800.
Now, the farmers are compelled to sell wheat at the rates
of Rs 1500/1550 per quintal
against the MSP of Rs 1725 per
quintal as there are no procurement centre in entire Rajouri
district and very few in several
other districts.This is to the
great disadvantage of the farmers and the government is ignoring it deliberately.
He said these kinds of measures are being opposed by the
farmers but Modi Government
is going ahead with its antifarmers measures and legislations which is most unfortunate.
He said the farmers are
rightly agitating for the rights of
farmers in the country and for
their independence and autonomy and if the laws are not
withdrawn or amended, the
farmers shall suffer a lot.
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JAMMU, May 26: The
Deputy Commissioner Anshul
Garg today stated that the district administration is making
constant efforts in providing all
kinds of services/facilities to the
people affected by Coronavirus.
During a visit to inspect the
vaccination drive at Women
College Gandhi Nagar, Super
Speciality
Hospital
and
Mubarak Mandi Heritage
Complex,
the
Deputy
Commissioner briefed the
media about the measures being
taken by District Administration
to curb Covid-19 cases.
He was accompanied with
ADC (Adm) Satish Kumar
Sharma and other district officers of the concerned departments during his visit.
The Deputy Commissioner
said that in order to tackle the
challenges mounted by COVID19 pandemic effectively, the
Administration has laid key
emphasis on vaccination of the
people.
The Deputy Commissioner
informed that a special vaccination drive has been started at 32
supplies remain unhindered different locations to vaccinate
Excelsior Correspondent
among the masses.
the priority groups including
JAMMU,
May
26:
She added that under its projournalists,
Contributing to the fight against gramme 'Sewa hi Sangathan shopkeepers,
Coronavirus, Former Minister, Abhiyaan' BJP is covering mul- lawyers, widows, orphans, peoIncharge BJP Headquarters tiple services which also
J&K and senior BJP leader includes providing free masks,
Priya Sethi led team of sanitizers and other supplies
Bharatiya Janata Party distrib- distributed free of cost to the
uted free ration among the poor
needy persons
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through the party
leaders, workers
JAMMU, May 26: Former
and
activists Minister and Senior Congress
across the length leader Yogesh Sawhney today
and breadth of slammed the Centre for surging
this
Union prices of essential commodities
Territory.
during the pandemic.
The
BJP
He said that COVID panleader recalled demic was a test of the leaderthat during the ship of the country and the
first wave of Modi Government has miserSenior BJP leader Priya Sethi distributing COVID-19 pan- ably failed in it. “Prices of
free ration among the poor and needy people. demic lakhs of essential goods such as fuel and
party
workers edible oil among others have
and needy people in Old City
had
been
deployed
on the drastically affected the public
areas of Jammu.
The distribution of ration is ground to provide assistance to which is already burdened by
being carried under the 'Sewa hi the people especially the old and the second wave of the virus. In
Sangathan Abhiyaan' launched sick people, the poor and the fact, the prices of edible oil
have surged to their highest
earlier by the party at the needy.
levels in over a decade and
Meanwhile,
the
senior
BJP
national level.
Addressing the media per- leader has appealed to the peo- those of fuel are likewise hardsons after free ration distribu- ple to cooperate and support the hitting on the pockets of the
tion, Priya Sethi said that amidst efforts of administration by common man,” he added.
Sawhney said the retail
the Corona Curfew to prevent strictly following the COVID-19
prices
of edible oils have risen
SOPs
and
precautions
and
stay
the spread of the deadly
Coronavirus infection, Jammu at homes unless there is some over 62 per cent in over a year
and Kashmir BJP as part of its dire urgency to come out. Very and is adding woes to concommitment to ensure that none soon we shall be able to win the sumers already reeling under
sleeps hungry during the ongo- crucial battle against the deadly the economic distress induced
ing pandemic, has come for- virus with people's support, she by the COVID-19 pandemic.
To add to the problem of
ward to ensure that essential asserted.
already high prices, during a
time when thousands are dying
each day, wholesalers are
hoarding essential items like

BJP will ensure no one sleeps
hungry in pandemic: Priya Sethi

ple associated with tourism sector etc.
Listing the measures taken
to provide relief to weaker section amid the corona restrictions, he said Social Welfare
Department,
Labour
Department and FCS&CA
Department are putting in extra
efforts to provide pensions,
rations and financial aid to construction works.
The Deputy Commissioner
said that District Administration
is trying to inoculate maximum
people under this accelerated
special vaccination drive for 1844 age group. He appealed to
the people to use Helpline numbers for any kind of assistance
regarding Covid-19. He said
that laxity of any kind can be
harmful.
However,
the
Deputy
Commissioner cautioned that
despite decreasing trend in positive cases in the district, the
people should not lower their
guard against the covid and
adhere to SOPs in letter in spirit.
The
DC
said
that
Administration is dealing the
situation as per recommended
guidelines and urged all the
stakeholders to play active role
in combating the deadly disease.
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mented for their safety and
avoid wandering outside unnecJAMMU, May 26: Jammu essarily.
Municipal Corporation (JMC)
The JMC Councillor also
Councillor, Sharda Devi along asked the public to wear mask
with Sanjogita Sudan, Health
and
practice
social distancing at public
places.
Principal
Bethel Living
Word School &
Trustee of BCT,
Sophia Bhatti
said, the Trust
has decided to
help the families of the students as most of
JMC Councillor, Sharda Devi along with them are daily
and
others distributing ration to the needy families wagers
street vendors
in Ward 47.
and during the
Officer JMC in collaboration lockdown, it is very difficult for
with Bethel Charitable Trust them to earn livelihood and
(BTC) distributed ration among provide food for their families.
100 needy families of Bethel
John
Roques
Bhatti,
Living Word School, Qasim Chairman BTC said that BTC is
Nagar and Bahu Fort in Ward working very hard to reach the
47.
weaker section of the society by
Speaking on the occasion distributing dry ration and
Sharda Kumari encouraged all cooked food at many places.
the people to extend helping
At the end, John Roques
hand to the needy people in Bhatti and Sophia Bhatti felicitheir nearby areas and help them tated Sharda Kumari, Sanjogita
in whatever way possible.
Sudan and Arun Nayar ASO
She appealed to the general with
mementos
and
public to strictly observe the Appreciation Certificates to the
lockdown as it has been imple- other members of JMC.
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JAMMU, May 26: National
Mazdoor Conference (NMC)
today reiterated its demand of
release of DA installments till
June 2021 in favour of both
Central/UT employees and
appealed the Prime Minister to
re-consider the decision of
freezing DA of the government
employees and pensioners.
In a handout NMC president Subash Shastri said
Dearness Allowance (DA) is
not wage increase and is compensation against the erosion
of real wages and cost of living.
He said that freezing DA

ASHA workers protest,
demand release of wages
Excelsior Correspondent

but the same has been denied to
them for the last two months.
They said ASHA workers were
working tirelessly during
Covid Pandemic, assisting
vaccination, survey teams and
also conducting other duties
assigned to them but they are
not being paid their wages
despite repeated requests to the
concerned BMOs and CMO
Rajouri.They also demanded
enhancement of their remuneration from Rs 1800 to Rs 5000
per month.
ASHA workers have further
alleged that such treatment of
the UT Administration has
shattered their confidence and
put them under depression as
their families are forced to face
starvation. They alleged that
CMO and even the DyCMO
did not bother to listen to them
and visit the dharna site. They
sought
intervention of
Commissioner/
Secretary
Health and Medical Education,
the Chief Secretary and Lt
Governor into the matter.

Sugarcane cultivators worst
sufferer due to pandemic

DSK offers Ambulance service
in fight against pandemic
Excelsior Correspondent

JAMMU, May 26: Dogra
Sahayata Kendra (DSK), Jammu
will provide Ambulance service
for patients besides taking other
measures to help in the fight
against the pandemic.
Disclosing this here today,
Th. Gulchain Singh Charak,
president Dogra Sadar Sabha and
Chairman of Dogra Sahayata
Kendra said that arrangements
had been made to commence the
Ambulance service within the
next one or two days. He said
that the service will be available
from 8 am to 8 pm on all days of
the week and besides remaining
on call for the health authorities,
can also be availed by residents
of Jammu City for carrying
patients within the Municipal
limits, by contacting the Dogra
Sahayata Kendra.
Charak said that a number of
other measures were also decided to be taken during an online
meeting of the Coordination
Committee of Dogra Sahayata
Kendra, comprising of prominent citizens, representatives of
NGOs and professionals from
various fields. These included
efforts to spread awareness about
the guidelines for safety to be
followed by inhabitants for prevention from getting infected,
besides distribution of safety kits
comprising masks, sanitizers,
safety instructions as per guidewill severely impact living of lines, etc. for keeping themselves
salaried class and pensioners
as DA is the only source with
them to cater dearness needs.
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The NMC leader demanded
an early release of three
JAMMU, May 26: ‘THE –
installments of 4, 3 and 4% DA
SARA’ a registered non-profit
due from January 2020 and organization under its ‘crisis
July 1, 2020 and January 2021 support mission’ to support
to both Central/UT employees migrant workers affected by
and pensioners.
COVID-19 lockdown in J&K
He also demanded timely carried out ‘COVID-19 Relief
disbursement of long pending Mission 2021’ initiative in
wages to daily rated workers Muthi here.
and their regularization.
Under the initiative team
Shastri also demanded ‘THE – SARA’ led by its field
medical allowance to pension- volunteer, Diksha Chowdhary
ers @ Rs 1000 per month at under the supervision of Dr.
par with Central Government. Raminder Jit Singh, Director
‘THE – SARA’ today distributed

NMC demands release
of DA installments

ASHA workers staging protest outside CMO office at Rajouri
on Wednesday.

RAJOURI, May 26: ASHA
workers of district Rajouri held
strong protest demonstration at
district headquarters, here
demanding release of their
pending wages of two months.
These hapless workers, who
are facing starvation, were
protesting outside the office of
Chief Medical Officer, Rajouri
for the last two days but have
remained unheard
by the
District Administration and the
concerned
senior
Health
Department officials including
CMO
and DyCMO, they
alleged.
About 80 ASHA workers
from various tehsils and blocks
of district Rajouri assembled
outside the office of CMO
Rajouri in the morning again
today and held protest demonstration, followed by dharna.
Vanita Sharma and Asha
Kumari were leading the agioil, dal, and other ration items, tration. They said that ASHA
and selling them at higher workers are paid a meager
prices.
amount of Rs 1800 per month
“Wholesalers and distributors who are hoarding essential
supplies to enhance their personal profits should be immediately reprimanded,” he said,
adding, if the Government fails
Excelsior Correspondent
Madakoli in Samba said.
to do so, the Congress party
After cultivating sugarcane
will have no option but to hold
SAMBA, May 26: In the
protest demonstrations against ongoing COVID pandemic situ- on my 6 kanals land, I use to sell
the Government while adhering ation, every small and big busi- its juice in Samba market for
survival of my family, Singh
to COVID-19 protocols.
ness is suffering, but the worst
said, adding that
The former Minister said if
this lockdown has
we take the example of prices
broken the backof diesel and petrol, it is not
bone of all the
true that the high prices of fuel
small farmers like
are a direct result of internaus.
tional crude oil prices, rather,
“If the lockthe fact is that the soaring
down does not
prices of fuel are a result of this
open in time, then
Government's high taxes and
all farmers will
levies.
not be happy and
He further added that
will not doc cultidespite the plethora of issues
vation of sugarthat people are facing, the peocane in future”,
ple of Jammu and Kashmir
A farmer Karan Singh standing in his sughe
added.
have no forum and no platform arcane field.
—Excelsior/Nischant
At the same
to convey their grievances
time, Bansi Lal, a resident of vilregarding all these problematic sufferers are those, who cultilage Pulla, who sells sugarcane
issues. The few who represent vate sugarcane.
juice in the Samba city, said that
J&K from the Government are
The ongoing lockdown last year the lockdown ruined us
sitting in their Delhi offices imposed in wake of pandemic
and this time also our businesses
cooped up inside without care has forced some cloth merchants
are not opening.
for the people of J&K.
to sell vegetables, while shoe
“We pray to God everyday
sellers are selling sanitizers and
that people should get rid of this
masks for survival.
pandemic as soon as possible so
The sugarcane growers in
that all the people can do their
district samba are deeply troujobs or businesses”, he added.
bled by the lockdown. There are
“Due to non-availability of
around 20 farmers, who after
sugarcane factory in the Jammu
cultivating their crops, sell sugsafe.
and Kashmir, the farmers, who
arcane juice in Samba city for
cultivate sugarcane, are facing
He said that the District units survival.
immense problems. Opening of
of Dogra Sadar Sabha will also
“All the business establishassist the Dogra Sahayata ments are closed due to the lock- sugarcane mill is the need of the
Kendra to spread awareness down. Farmers business of sell- hour to save the cultivators of
amongst the vulnerable popula- ing sugar cane juice is also sugarcane”, Sagar Singh, a
tions in rural areas, and to help stalled, which has created mani- farmer of Jalapar village in
them avail the Government ini- fold problems for them”, Karan Sumb block of district Samba
tiatives in preventing the spread Singh, a farmer of village said.
of the disease, and for treatment
of infected persons.
DSS leader further disclosed
that the DSK was also working
closely with the J&K Health
authorities in ameliorating the
unprecedented difficulties being
rendered by them to fight Corona
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faced by the patients, their attenand helping the needy people in
JAMMU,
May
26:
Former
dants and the Health staff in
this hour of crisis.
respect of providing transporta- Deputy Chief Minister, Kavinder
Neena Gupta assured the restion, food and water where Gupta along with Vinay Gupta, idents of Channi that all the
required. The Kendra has also BJP district president and Neena pending works like internal
offered accommodation for set- Gupta, Councillor Ward 50 here roads, street lights and sanitation
ting up a 100 bedded covid care today started road blacktopping works are top priorities and will
centre at Bari Brahmana and for work in sector 5 Channi be completed soon.
She said that special sanitizasetting up a vaccination centre in Himmat.
A handout stated that this tion derives are being organized
Gandhi Nagar.
Expressing concern over the was the long pending demand of in the Ward to fight COVID
infection.
continued high mortality rate in the local there.
Speaking on the occasion
Others present on the occaJammu Division, Charak said
that despite reduction of the Kavinder Gupta hailed BJP sion were Balwan Singh,
number of new cases the number Councillors not only for develop- Poonam Gupta and Kamlesh
of daily deaths due to the pan- ment works but also for services Mangotra.
demic was showing no signs of
abating.
In the Zoom meeting Ajay
Khajuria (KAS Retd), Maj Gen.
(Retd) Dr Sunita Kapoor, Dr
Purshottma Sadhotra, Uma
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ated due to COVID-19.
Katal, Col (Retd) Karan Singh
She said that as the workers
Jamwal, SC Rekhi, Rajesh
JAMMU, May 26: Jammu of the world's largest party, BJP
Gupta, Adv Dinesh Chauhan,
and Kashmir BJP Mahila needs to provide maximum relief
Gambhir Dev Singh DSS and
Morcha president, Sanjita and help to the public in these
others also participated.
Dogra, interacted with the office tough times while working on
bearers of the Morcha through the line of 'Seva Hi Sangathan'
video conferencing to take stock programme.
food kits comprising tea, sugar, of the activities being undertakShe also asked the Mahila
milk and rusk among 50 families en at different levels in the UT. activists to support the people
of migrant workers living in She expressed confidence over during this pandemic by suggestthe dedication and the role ing the use of recommended
Jhuggi cluster at Muthi.
‘THE – SARA’ initiative was played by Mahila Morcha double masks and also to follow
supported by Maharaja Kumar activists to serve the public of the guidelines of Government to
fight with COVID-19. She added
Ajatshatru Singh, Kunwarani their areas.
She said that in the wake of that in the wake of second wave
Ritu Singh and Management of
second wave of COVID -19, the of COVID, the Morcha activists
Hotel Hari Niwas Palace
women activists must also reach must help the poor and needy
Jammu.
out to the people who are look- people by providing food, medIt is pertinent to mention ing after their family members
ical assistance and other essen‘THE – SARA’ under ‘COVID- and relatives in hospitals .She tial items.
19 Relief Mission 2020’ had said that we are lucky to have a
Her message to the women
supported more than 5000 per- PM like Narendra Modi, who is activists was to continue helping
sons across Jammu district dur- working tirelessly to serve peo- those in need and contribute in
ing the first wave of COVID-19. ple during the time of crisis cre- nation's fight against COVID-19.

Sawhney slams Centre for surging
prices of essentials during pandemic

JMC Councillor distributes
ration to needy families

PUBLIC NOTICE
ATTENTION PLEASE

‘THE – SARA’ provides food kits

Kavinder starts road
blacktopping work

The candidate whose photograph is
shown above reports that he has
lost his qualification certificate (12th
Class Diploma) having following
particulars.
Roll No. 203793, Class 12th
Year & Session: Annual 2012
Registration No.: 08N-JRM-212424
Name: Seeba Tapiloo
Father’s Name: Surinder Tapiloo
Mother’s name: Santosh Tapiloo
Date of Birth: 06-08-1994
Residence: H.No. 147-H Durga Nagar Sec I P/o Roop
Nagar (180013) Jammu (J&K).
Now, the candidate has applied for issuance of Duplicate
Class 12th Diploma Certificate. Before the case is
processed under rules, if somebody is having objection in
this regard he/she shall approach the office of Joint
Secretary, Certificates J&K BOSE, Rehari Colony, Jammu
within 10 days from date of publishing of this notice. After
the expiry of the defined period, no objection will be entertained.
Besides the lost ‘Class 12th Diploma Certificate’ issued in
Session “2011-2012” in favour of candidate namely ‘Seeba
Tapiloo’, be treated ad “CANCELLED”.
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GANPATI WATER
TANK CLEANING
* Under ground tanks
Over Head Tanks
* Sintex tank, RC tank
Phone No: 8492060570
7006078967

COOL POINT

All types of AC Service with Pump
Technology & All types of Repairing, Gas
Filling, AC Repairing, Installation, ReInstallation, Filter Replaced & Cleaning.

Window AC - 350
Split AC - 450

RATTAN ENTERPRISES
Mob.: 7006362525, 8717031000

SAI WATER TANK
CLEANING SERVICE
UNDER GROUND AND
OVERHEAD TANKS

MOB No.: 9419890684,
9469907173
90 GSM PPE KITS AVAILABLE
INCLUDES

WALK-IN INTERVIEW FOR
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
Age above 45, having basic knowledge
of computer & Liaison with Govt officials
Salary 25000/- Rs negotiable.
Come with bio data at Choudhary Tower
3rd Floor, Sec-1/A, Trikuta Nagar
Jammu, On 25th May, 2021 between 11
am to 2 pm.

FULL BODY COVER, SHOE COVERS,
FACE SHEILD
GOGGLES, GLOVES,DISPOSABLE BAG
FULLY WASHABLE AND RE-USABLE
CONTACT FOR RETAIL AND
BULK ORDERS

SMRG PHARMA
9906074199/9149783286

EDUCATION

ch.brinder@gmail.com

(M) 8082307130

Required M/F
for videos
editing and add
design at Roop
Nagar Office
9622134030
MATRIMONIAL

MATRIMONIAL
Wanted a suitable match
for Gupta Govt. Employee
Girl 86 born looking for
well settled boy.
Preference- Govt.
Employee
Contact: 7006730817, 8716834654

REAL ESTATE

LAST CHANCE TO SAVE YOUR
YEAR IN SINGHANIA UNIVERSITY
COURSES OFFERED :
BSc (MLT) L.E, BSc, (Radiology) L.E,
MSc (MLT), MSc. (Radiology), GNM (LE),
B.Sc (OT) L.E, X-Ray Tech, FMPHW
& Other Paramedical Diploma Courses.
With Low fee structure + Online Portal
Approved By : UGC/AIU

Cont : Local (Regional Office Jammu)

9055500050, 9796658253

HEALTH
JKOUR E-STAMP
VENDORS HOUSE
Plot No. 20 C/o Singh High School
Reshamghar Colony Jammu. Near SBI
ATM. E-Stamping, computer Typing,
Affidavits, Agreements, Sale Deeds etc.
attestations are available.
Note in lock down time.
Cont. No. 7780870515, 8082669562
OFFICE OF Ranjit Singh Azad Advocate

DR A.R THAPPA
DR. M.B Samyal

MS (Ayd)
MD (Ayd)

FISTULA, PILES FISSURE
(By Ksharsutna method)
Krishna Ayd Clinic
Meet Every Sunday
9.00 AM to 12 Noon at NH-I Malpur Akhnoor
5 PM to 6 PM at NH-I Kaluchak Near SBI Jammu
Appointment on:

9419193963

Trader’s JCC demands
unlocking in Kashmir
Excelsior Correspondent
SRINAGAR, May 26: The
Joint Coordination Committee
(JCC) of City Center Traders has
today appealed the Lieutenant
Governor Manoj Sinha to start
the unlocking process in
Kashmir.
In a statement, president
Kashmir Retailers Association
and general secretary JCC said
the lockdown has badly affected
the livelihood of lakhs of people
who along with their families
have been left to fend for themselves and are on the verge of
starvation.
The statement said: "From
traders to transporters, the business community is badly affected especially the city centre

shopkeepers, where no shop has
been able to open for the last
over a month."
The JCC said that let the
Government call a joint meeting
of stakeholders and health
experts to decide about the protocol for the unlocking.
While seeking a relief package for the trader's community,
the JCC said the process should
start with the amnesty on payment of service bills like electricity, sanitation, a special
extension of the statutory dates
of GST, exemption of interest
and penalty for not filing the
return by the statutory date and
six-month moratorium on bank
interest and EMI without interest.

Sewa Bharti starts distribution of
Dogra asks women activists to Ayush 64 kits among COVID patients

serve people in present crisis
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KATRA, May 26: Sewa
Bharti—an
offshoot
of
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh
(RSS) has started distribution of
Ayush 64 kits for COVID hit
people at Katra from today.
The kits were distributed by
Shiv Kumar Sharma chief
patron Sewa Bharti and Gopal
Soni its Vibagh Sangthan
Mantri at Disha Chatravas,
Kadmal Katra. The distribution
of kits will continue among
needy on production of hard or
soft copy of COVID positive
report and Aadhar Card or valid
identity card along with contact
number.
Shiv Kumar Sharma who is
also president of Kreda Bharti
Jammu and Kashmir on the
launch of Ayush 64 kits said the
Ayush 64 kits is a poly herbal
formulation which is recommended in National Clinical

Management Protocol based on
Ayurveda and Yoga which is
vetted by National Task Force
on COVID Management and
ICMR and guidelines for
Ayurveda practitioners for
COVID 19 affected people
under home isolation.
He said same facility is
available at RSS Office Reasi
also.
It may be recalled that RSS
has opened 29 centers for distribution of Ayush 64 kits in
Jammu province through Sewa
Bharti inauguration of which
was done at Sewa Bharti’s
Ambphalla Office on May 24.
Among 29 centers in Jammu
province Disha Chatterwas
Kadmal, Katra has been designated for distribution of kits
among maximum needful
patients who are asymptotic or
suffering from moderate or mild
infection.

